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Abstract—This paper presents a technique based on the shorttime Fourier transform to detect depolarizing frequency-coded
chipless RFID tags. The detection exploits a temporal separation
that allows to obtain the ID with only one measurement. This
temporal separation is possible when the tag presents a long-time
signature, longer than the backscattering wave corresponding to
the surrounding objects. A technique based on the short-time
Fourier transform is used to differentiate the useful parts of the
signal which contain the tag ID. Up to now, this was done by
using a calibration process based on two measurements at least to
remove coupling and clutter contribution. With the proposed
approach the acquisition of the tag ID is direct, and it is not
necessary to have further information such as the measurement
the environment without the tag. A study on the time duration of
several frequency-coded tags is performed based on simulations
and measurements. The study shows that this approach can be
used with classical depolarizing chipless tags already proposed in
the literature. It is proven that the proposed approach is useful to
detect the tag response with a single measurement.
Index Terms— Chipless RFID, Radio-frequency Identification
(RFID), Ultra-wideband (UWB), short-time Fourier transform
(STFT).

I. INTRODUCTION

R

adio frequency identification (RFID) consists of a reader
which remotely retrieves information from tags. The tags
are attached to objects to be identified. The fact that
objects can be considered to be unknown, as well as the fact
that the environment can change during the reading, are RFID
specific features that require huge considerations, notably
during the tag design process [1]. One of the most used
technology is UHF RFID, where each tag has a chip which
modulates a narrowband scattering antenna. The cost of each
UHF tag is limited mainly by the chip and the process of
soldering it on the tag antenna. Recently, there have been
several investigations with the aim to remove the chip and
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reduce tag costs [1-5]. This family of tags is known as
chipless. Chipless tags consist of permanent physical
modifications which modulate the reader signal. Contrary to
radar targets, the tag geometry is controlled in order to present
a specific and recognizable RF signature. Different chipless
RFID tags have been developed recently [1]. Chipless tags
operating in the frequency domain are known to be more
efficient in terms of coding capacity [6] and, therefore, are
investigated in this paper.
Currently, one of main challenges of the chipless technology
is the robustness of tag detection in different environments [79]. It is useless to try to increase the quantity of information
that a chipless tag can have if the tag ID cannot be read
properly in real environments and without complex calibration
techniques. The detection of a chipless tag in noisy
environments is much more difficult in chipless RFID than in
UHF RFID due to the absence of modulation in time, that is,
the absence of two different states in the backscattering signal.
Up to now, in chipless, a first measurement of the environment
without the tag (background or empty environment) is done.
After that, the ID of the tag is obtained by doing the difference
between the background measurement and the measurement
with the tag [6-7]. This processing is necessary because in
chipless RFID the RCS of tags is very small compared to the
RCS of the background [1]. The negligible useful signal of the
tag is superposed with an (unknown) background signal, which
prevents any reading. In order to read the tag with only one
measurement, specific techniques have to be implemented,
aiming to separate the contribution of the tag from the
contribution of the environment. We note that the main
contributors to these signals (1- the objects that represent the
surrounding environment of the tag: object on which the tag is
placed, surrounding objects, but also the antennas that are used
to realize the measurements, and 2- the chipless tag) are very
different, with very different characteristics. This is
particularly true when we consider their behaviors in time: the
surrounding objects have generally larger dimensions than the
tag itself. Therefore, the surrounding objects’ resonant
frequencies are different from the frequencies characterizing
the tag. Moreover, as discussed in [7], many of these objects
do not depolarize the incident wave. The last point to consider
is that even if the objects present a resonant frequency inside
the operating frequency range, they are characterized by a poor
quality factor. On the contrary to the tag, these objects are not
designed in order to optimize this parameter. As it will be
shown, the combination of these three observations is what
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makes possible a clear differentiation of the reflective signals
corresponding to the tag and to the surrounding objects.
Detection of chipless RFID tags using time-domain
approaches has been proposed recently. In [4] a detection
technique based on the continuous Wavelet transform is used
to detect time-coded chipless tags. Time-frequency approaches
to detect frequency signatures of chipless RFID tags have been
studied recently. In [10], a time-windowing technique is used
in frequency-coded tags (tags based on two antennas in cross
polarization, connected by a transmission line loaded with
dual-band resonators). In [11], a 3-bit chipless RFID
frequency-coded tag is detected using the short-time matrix
pencil method (STMPM). This method uses the imaginary
parts of the poles of the STMPM, and is able to detect the
resonances associated tag in front of noise. The same authors
propose a technique to design improved 24-bit tags in [12]. In
both cases, measurements at a tag-reader distance of 50 cm in
co-polarization are provided. Also, besides the tag
measurement, two more measurements are required to
calibrate the system. Finally, in [13], the same STMPM
technique is proposed and compared with other time-frequency
techniques to study the behavior of resonant structures.
Simulations of dipoles and a circular cavity in co-polarization
are provided.
Recently, in [7] a significant improvement in terms of
chipless tag robustness of detection has been obtained. Based
on the “RF encoding particles” approach, hereafter referred to
as REP and a depolarization technique, it has been shown that
a REP tag can be read whatever the object on which the tag is
placed. This means that in addition to the tag measurement,
only one other measurement is needed. This second
measurement is done without the tag but also without the
object where the tag is attached. Thus, this denotes that the
knowledge of the object is not needed. This is a real
improvement in term of reading because, thanks to this, the tag
can be read in real conditions, for example at different
positions (that is to say for the tag and the object where the tag
is attached), in a 3D area. Indeed, contrary to the former
approach based on a classical calibration process realized with
three different measurements [6], with depolarizing tags, the
distance between the reader and the tag does not have to be
fixed.
Based on a time-frequency point of view, [10,12], this work
proposes the use of the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT)
[14] to improve the detection of chipless depolarizing RFID
tags [7]. The STFT is a well-known technique for audio and
speech processing. The time duration of the tag backscattering
signal is much more important than the one corresponding to
the whole tag environment (background). Thanks to this
difference, the recovery of the tag ID is possible by taking in
consideration the signal in frequency and in time together.
By combining the STFT with robust depolarizing tags [7],
the tag response can be obtained without any calibration
measurements. This is possible because frequency domain
depolarizing chipless tags are intrinsically resonant structures,
designed to have high quality factor in order to present a high
radar cross section (RCS). It is why their quality factor is
higher than the one coming from the surrounding objects. So

the tags will store energy corresponding to their frequency of
resonances, and by suppressing the early-time scattering, tag
identification based on the late-time signal part could be
possible [15]. The discrimination based on this ascertainment
will be shown for several chipless resonant tag structures.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
theory and the measurement setup of frequency-coded
depolarizing chipless RFID tags. Then, the Short-Time Fourier
transform is presented as a technique to detect tags with high
quality factors in real environment with a single measurement.
Section III studies the quality factor of several tags, based on
simulations. Section IV presents the experimental results with
depolarizing tags. Finally, Section V draws the conclusions.
II. THEORY
A. Depolarizing Frequency-Coded Chipless RFID
Fig. 1 shows a scheme of the depolarizing chipless RFID
system along with the signals involved. The reader transmits a
wideband vertically-polarized signal which hits the tag. The
tag horizontally-polarized backscattered signal part is then
received at the reader. The ID is coded in the presence or
absence of resonances. The tags are composed by REPs, which
act as a transmitting/receiving antenna and a filtering circuit.
Following the model from [7], the signal at the reader can be
expressed as:
M vh  I vh  Rvv CvhThh ,

(1)

where Ivh is the direct coupling from the reader’s transmitting
to receiving antenna in cross-polarization, Rvv is the receive
path in vertical polarization, Cvh is the tag response in crosspolarization, and Thh is the transmitted path in horizontal
polarization. This type of tag and configuration has proven to
be robust in front of surrounding objects near the tag [7]. The
tag ID is obtained by subtracting the measurements of tags Mvh
from the empty measurement Ivh. It is important to notice that,
in such a case, a calibration procedure using a reference object
is not necessary to find the ID of the tag. Indeed, even if the
coefficients Rvv and Thh are not known (the distortion
introduced is low enough so the peaks in frequency who
encode the data are still recognizable), the tag ID can be
deduced form Rvv Cvh Thh which simply corresponds to Mvh - Ivh.
But Ivh is needed, that means that two measurements must be
done. Even though the coupling Ivh, is cross-polarized, its
power is strong enough (because of the proximity between the
reader’s antennas) to prevent any reading. Moreover, as it can
be observed in Fig. 1, objects near the tag, although they do
not really depolarize the incoming signal (and should have
small amplitude in reception), can distort the tag response. By
gating in time-domain the undesired contributions, mainly Ivh,
the resonances can be detected in front of these induced
perturbations. Fig. 1(b) shows a scheme of the signals in detail
in time domain. The signal Mhh(t), corresponding to the signal
at the reader in co-polarization, is also shown. In the copolarization case the extraction of the ID would not be
possible with one measurement, because the coupling and
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objects contributions have much larger amplitudes with respect
to the tag contribution. Time constants τI, τC can be associated
to the time response (or time duration) of Ivh (t) and
Rvv(t)Cvh(t)Thh(t), respectively. If τI << τC, that is, the time
response of the tag (and surrounding objects) is much slower
than the time response of the coupling contribution, both
signals
can
be
separated,
and,
therefore,
M vh (t )  Rvv (t )Cvh (t )Thh (t ) for t >> τI . Therefore, by using the
late-time part of signal, we will see that it is possible with one
measurement Mvh, to extract the tag ID.
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Then, (2) can be expressed as:

S (, )  w(t )  e jt s(t )   e j  s(t ) w(  t )e j (t  ) dt
 e j  h (t )  s(t ).

(4)

Therefore, the STFT can be seen as the demodulated (by
e j ) bandpass filtered signal from s(t). Since w(t) is lowpass,
S(ω,τ) is a lowpass function of τ. Then, for each ω, S can be
sampled at a rate determined by twice the lowpass cutoff
frequency (fc) of the window w(t) (from Nyquist’s Theorem).
The window w(t) plays the most important role in the STFT,
since there is a tradeoff between time-limiting and bandwidthlimiting. Concerning frequency-coded tags, a time-limited
signal can separate better the coupling and clutter
contributions from the actual tag response. However, in this
case the frequency peaks associated to the tag ID are wider
and difficult to separate. On the contrary, a bandwidth-limited
window can provide sharp tag ID peaks, at the cost of
including more unwanted signal contributions inside the
window [13]. Three typically-used windows are considered to
detect the tags: Hamming, Chebyschev and Kaiser [17]. Fig. 2
shows the calculated time-domain response of the three
windows considered, along with a rectangular window. For the
Chebyschev windows, attenuations of the sidelobes of 30 dB
and 100 dB have been considered, while for the Kaiser
windows, 3 dB and 100 dB. A Hamming window is chosen as
a tradeoff solution to have enough resolution both in time and
frequency domain.

-b-

B. Short-Time Fourier Transform
The Short-Time Fourier Transform of a given signal s(t) can
be defined as [14,16]:

S ( , ) 



 s(t )w(  t )e

 jt

dt ,

(2)
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the depolarizing chipless RFID system. (b)
Scheme of the signals in time domain.
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Fig. 2. Calculated time-domain response of several windows w(t).

where ω = 2πf is the angular frequency and τ is the time across
w(t) is shifted. w(t) is a weighting function or time window,
i.e., the impulse response of a lowpass filter. It is desired that
w(t) has a finite impulse response (FIR), or duration in time.
The STFT can be seen as the Fourier transform of a time
weighted signal, where τ is the time where the weighting
function w(t) is centered. This transform can also be seen as
the output of a complex baseband filter bank. As explained in
Section II.A, frequency-coded chipless tags rely on the
presence or absence of resonances (peaks) within a wide band.
In this case, ω is the center frequency of each bandpass filter
and τ is the time when the filter output is sampled. In order to
derive the filter bank interpretation, the impulse response of
the bandpass filter can be expressed as:

h (t )  w(t )e jt .

(3)

Choosing a correct window length is as important as the
shape. Fig. 3 shows a scheme of the time-domain response of a
chipless RFID tag, with and without background subtraction.
The window w(t) is also shown. As observed, coupling (Ivh, as
detailed in Section II.A) and clutter contributions appear. If a
very long window is chosen more noise is captured inside the
window, reducing the SNR. If the window length T is very
long, the coupling contribution (which is the main undesired
contribution to remove from the real tag’s response) could be
inside of the window for any τ. It is also important to note that,
even though it requires more processing time, window
overlapping is also used in order to avoid data loss near the
window boundaries [17]. Window overlapping consists of
choosing small increments of τ (τ << T) in the algorithm. The
window length T will be chosen according to the results from
Section III.
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the time-domain response for a frequency-coded
chipless RFID tag.

III. QUALITY FACTOR OF REP TAGS
REP-based tags with high quality factors [18] are required
to apply the proposed method based on the STFT, since a long
duration in time domain is needed. In order to study this, a
single dipole (with no ground plane) in co-polarization is
simulated using CST Microwave Studio. It is shown in the
bottom right inset in Fig. 4. It is simulated on Rogers RO4003
substrate (with 3.55 permittivity and 0.0025 loss tangent), with
an incident plane wave and an E-field probe at 100 cm. The
dipole width is changed from 1 to 10 mm. The tag is simulated
up to 30 ns from 1 to 10 GHz. Fig. 4 shows the time domain
response from the probe, up to 1.6 ns. In the insets, the signal
is shown for two instants. As it can be observed, the early-time
response (so-called structural mode), which depends on the tag
shape, size and material, is greater for the widest (10 mm)
dipole. This is expected since the RCS increases. However, for
t > 0.7 ns, the late-time response (so-called antenna mode) is
greater for the narrowest (1 mm) dipole.
Fig. 5 shows an image of the envelope of the time domain
responses of Fig. 4 (in dB) along with the corresponding
frequency-domain response for the same dipoles as in Fig. 4. It
can be observed that, as expected, the dipole with the longest
duration has the narrowest frequency-domain associated peak.
With non-resonant objects (for instance, a dielectric plate),
only a short peak is obtained in time domain. Therefore, the
associated time constant is much smaller than the time constant
of the resonant objects.
To compare this response with a depolarizing REP tag,
Fig. 6 shows the simulations for the cases of dipole widths of
1 mm and 10 mm, along with a shorted dipoles REP at 45º [7].
It can be observed that the depolarizing tag has a much longer
duration in time domain. In frequency domain, as expected, the
resonance peak is narrower.
Fig. 7 shows the envelopes of the signals presented in
Fig. 6. An exponential (approximate) fit for these envelopes
has been calculated. Following 2nd order electromagnetic
resonator theory [19], the energy W in a resonant circuit can be
expressed as an exponential curve:
W  W0 e

2 t / R

 W0 e

0 t

Q

,

(5)

where W0 is the average energy present at t = 0, τR is the
time constant, Q is the quality factor and ω0 = 2πf0 is the
center angular frequency of the resonator. A high Q is desired
to obtain a narrow resonance, or, equivalently, a large τR.

TABLE I
TIME CONSTANT AND QUALITY FACTOR OF CHIPLESS RFID TAGS
Q
Q
f0
Tag
τR (ns)
(extracted form
(extracted
(GHz)
Fig. 6(b))
form Fig. 7)
Single Dipole,
5.105
0.59
4.8
6.00
w = 1 mm
Single Dipole,
4.741
0.29
2.19
2.8
w = 10 mm
Depolarizing
6.538
4.47
68.8
58.1
Dipoles
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Fig. 4. Simulated time domain response for a horizontal dipole tag in
co-polarization for dipole widths from 1 to 10 mm.
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Table I shows the time constants and their corresponding
quality factors extracted from the exponential of Fig. 7. For
verification, the quality factors extracted from the frequency
domain response, using the resonators center frequency and
bandwidth at -3 dB from Fig. 6(b), are also shown. Even
though there are some differences due to the approximations
with the exponential fits, the order of magnitude is similar. The
depolarizing dipoles [7] present the highest Q (and longest
duration in time domain) and are, therefore, chosen to be used
with the STFT. In addition, from these results an STFT
window length of T = 12 ns is chosen, which accounts for 3
times the maximum τR = 4.47 ns.
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IV. MEASUREMENTS
A. Measurement setup and tags
The reader consists of an Agilent N5224A Vector Network
Analyzer (VNA). The frequency is swept from 3 to 10 GHz,
with 10001 points. A dual-access dual-polarization Satimo
QH2000 antenna [20] is connected to the VNA ports 1 and 2,
in horizontal and vertical polarization, respectively. This
antenna presents gain between 3 – 16 dBi at 2 – 32 GHz, and
isolation greater than 30 dB between ports. The tags are
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Fig. 9. Measured |S21| for the tags without (solid black line) and with
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(window at early delay) the resonances are blurred with
respect to the noise. This occurs because the coupling (Ivh) and
the tag structural mode are inside the window. However, when
the window is shifted at a later delay, only the antenna mode
(associated to the actual tag resonances in time domain) is
captured. At the last values of τ, the window is outside both
the structural and antenna mode, and therefore only the first
resonances with higher quality factors can be observed.

Normalized |S21| (dB)

measured inside and outside an anechoic chamber. Fig. 8
shows a photograph of the experimental setup outside the
chamber. Fig. 9 shows the measured |S21| parameter for the tag
with shorted 45º dipoles and for the tag with dual-L resonators
described in [7]. The measurement is performed inside an
anechoic chamber at a 30 cm tag-reader distance. As already
said, in [7], two measurements had to be performed: the
measurement S21 with the tag and the S21Back or background
(empty-room scene) without the presence of the tag. Then, the
tag response was obtained by subtracting S21Back from S21. As it
can be observed in Fig. 9, in normal conditions, if the
background is not subtracted, the resonances associated to the
tag ID cannot be obtained (even if we observe some variations
around the expected frequency of resonances, these variations
are too low to be used for detection), even inside an anechoic
chamber in optimum conditions.
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Fig. 10. STFT Spectrogram for the shorted 45º dipoles (top) and
dual-L dipoles (bottom) using a Hamming window, at 30 cm inside
an anechoic chamber. The expected frequency peaks are in dashed
black lines.

B. Using the STFT to detect depolarizing tags
Next, the STFT is applied to the uncalibrated signals for the
shorted dipoles and the dual-L resonators, under the conditions
of Section IV.A. Fig. 10 shows the obtained spectrogram using
a Hamming window. The actual frequencies of the resonators
are shown on top. It can be seen that for small values of τ

Fig. 11(a) shows a cut at τ = 10 ns of the STFT
spectrogram. The reference with background subtraction is
also shown. As it can be observed, with a single measurement
most of the resonances can be obtained by applying this
method. It is important to note that the quality factor of each
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extracted even in a realistic environment with an object near
the tag. Following the procedure in Fig. 11(b), Fig. 13(b)
shows the same STFT cuts at τ = 6.98, 8.80, 10.72 and
18.18 ns. It can be observed that, in a realistic scenario with a
near object, due to the high level of noise, it is not possible to
recover the 5th and 8th peaks with different τ values.

Frequency (GHz)

resonator is different, as it can be observed in the results
obtained with background subtraction. As shown in the
markings of Fig. 11(a), there are several resonators which are
not detected properly at τ = 10 ns. For instance, the 3rd
resonator for the shorted 45º dipoles (top of Fig. 11(a)) has a
different quality factor from their neighbours, and, therefore, it
is not detected properly. Fig. 11(b) shows cuts at τ = 6.98,
8.80, 10.72 and 18.18 ns. The expected frequencies (from the
background subtracted reference) are also shown. As it can be
observed, depending on the value of τ there are resonances that
can be recovered: the 3rd resonator of the shorted 45º dipoles
and the 5th resonator of the dual-L dipoles.
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for the shorted 45º dipoles and dual-L dipoles at 30 cm inside an
anechoic chamber.

Finally, the shorted 45º dipoles tag is measured outside the
anechoic chamber (in a typical laboratory scenario), at 40 cm,
and with an object near its environment (a block of paper).
Then, the STFT is applied, and the corresponding spectrogram
is shown in Fig. 12. A cut of the spectrogram, again at τ = 10
ns, is shown in Fig. 13(a). Most of the resonances can be
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-bFig. 13. (a) Background subtracted reference (red dashed line) and
cut at τ = 10 ns of the STFT Spectrogram (solid black line); and (b)
cuts at τ = 6.98, 8.80, 10.72, and 18.18 ns of the STFT Spectrogram
for the shorted 45º dipoles at 40 cm in a real environment with a near
object.

It is clear from the results presented in Figs. 10 and 12 that a
specifically designed tag would present even better results. In
this case, it is possible to adjust de widths of the higher
resonators in order to increase their quality factor. By doing
this, the data extraction with a constant value of τ could be
done with higher accuracy. Detection based on image
processing could also improve significantly the approach. In
that case, the data would be obtained not from discrete values
of τ but with the entire information contained in the 2D STFT
Spectrogram. Last but not least, this approach could also be
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applied on classical approaches with the calibrated signal (with
a background measurement) in complex scenarios.
V. CONCLUSION
This work has presented a detection technique for
frequency-coded chipless RFID tags, based on the Short-Time
Fourier Transform. The technique consists of filtering in timedomain the tag signal, avoiding coupling and clutter
contributions. A study of the time-domain duration of chipless
tags is performed, proving that depolarizing REP tags have
long time duration, and hence are good candidates for this
technique. Combining the technique with depolarizing tags, no
calibration (background or empty-room response) is required.
This is a real improvement for practical usage of the chipless
RFID technology.
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